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General Comment 

First some comments about the HHS comment process, the options for comment dump a citizen 
into the top-level regulations.gov website, requiring a confusing and unnecessary search to find 
the appropriate location, why not just list a direct link right to the reg? The harder to find the 
greater the barrier to citizen participation.  
 
This type of form is crucial to ever getting pricing signals to consumers. We need to the tools to 
learn to shop for medical services. The glaring omissions I see here on the very helpful examples 
for speciific situations (eg pregancy and birth), are 1) the "costs you pay" is merely a summary 
over mutliple visits and procedures-for a consumer to fully understand how their coverage works 
it must be broken down to show each event 2) it doesn't appear that this reflect differences before 
and after annual deductibles are met? 3) it would be more helpful if there were at least two 
examples of more routine and les expensive situations like a visit to urgent care for stitches and 
follow-on appt, and a routine check-up. The ideal is that each provider should offer a spreadsheet-
type online calculator for the consumer to enter costs to calcualte their share, to double-check 
versus their actual invoice. I am certain that I am commonly billed incorrectly, but the math and 
multiple medical provider adjustments are so confusing that I could never figure it out myself, 
between deductibles and differnt coverages for different procedures and prescription types. Please 
do not let insurers claim to much expense here, they should have teh capacity to generate this 
information, and it will actually help them in the long run to market their prodcuts with specific 
info. I expect that a 3rd party provider will provide a software vehicle to alllow insurers to input 
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their coverage structure and output the consumers information. Please see the minimal info 
provided in support of my employers plan choices, very confusing with minimal explanation. 
Thanks! 
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